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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions
carry equal marks.

1. (a) Discuss the various factors causing wear
on rails and suggest measures to reduce
it. 10

7. What is a pilot tunnel ? How are the size and

shape of a railway tunnel determined ? List

various methods of tunneling in rocks ? Explain

sequence of operations for construction of

tunnels in rocky strata ? 20

8. Write short notes on any three of the

following :

(i) Requirements and elements of a good

switch

(ii) Chairs and keys as rail fasteners

(iii) Markings on runway

(iv) Zoning for airport. 20
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(b) What are the requirements of a good

ballast ? Find out minimum depth of

ballast cushion under a BG railway track

with wooden sleepers. Sleeper density is

M+5 and the bearing capacity of soil

formation is 3 kg/cm2. Assume any other

data suitably. 10

2. (a) What is wind rose diagram ? Describe

its uses in airport design. What do you

understand by calm period ? 10

(b) List various factors having effect on

airport capacity and discuss the effects

of run-way configuration in airport

capacity. 10

3. (a) Define basic runway length. Describe

various data and corrections required to

calculate runway length from basic

runway length at a particular site. 10

(b) List various components of an airport.

Describe factors affecting location of a

taxiway. Define safe sight distance for a

taxiway. 10

4. (a) What are the different types of sleepers ?

Discuss the advantages and disadvantages

of any one. 10

(b) On a BG track calculate the elements of

a diamond crossing for a crossing angle

of 25º. 10

5. (a) What are various types of gradients

adopted on railway tracks ? Determine

length of vertical curve between two

gradients meeting in a summit, one rising

at 1 in 120 and other failling at 1 in 150.

10

(b) Draw a neat diagram of a gauntleted track

and explain its uses. 10

6. (a) Describe signal classification. What is a

repeater signal ? 10

(b) Describe the necessity and functions of

interlocking. Describe any one method

of interlocking. 10
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